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CORRECTION TO "PBANO MODELS WITH MANY
GENERIC CLASSES"

J. H. SCHMERL

A theorem in the paper referred to in the title had a
faulty proof which is repaired herein by employing the Halpern
Lauchli-Laver-Pincus Partition Theorem.

In [4] a generalization of the MacDowell-Specker Theorem on ex-
tensions of models of Peano arithmetic was stated as Theorem 3.1.
Unfortunately, the proof presented there turned out to be faulty.
The purpose of this note is, first, to repair that proof, and, second,
to present a slight strengthening of the theorem.

All unexplained notation and terminology is taken from [4]. If
Λ" £ ^ are such that whenever X Q M is definable in ^£, then
XΠ N is definable in ^ 7 then we say that the extension is conservative.

THEOREM. Let Λ" he a model of Peano arithmetic and {X€: ie I)
be a collection of mutually generic classes of ^K Then {^V, {Xt: i 6 /))
has a proper, conservative, elementary end-extension (^f, (Yt:iG I}).
In addition, for each J £ / there is a unique ^f7 ^ ^ which is
a proper elementary extension of <yγ" such that

J = {ieI: there is a class Y of ^/fj such that Xt = YΠ N} .

Each (jfΛ (YjΠMj: j eJ)) is conservative extension of {^V, (Xά:

Theorem 3.1 of [4] consists just of the first two sentences of the
above theorem. This will be proved first. The latter two sentences
make up the strengthening which will be established by noting the
appropriate changes to make in the first proof.

The error in [4] was that a too weak combinatorial theorem was
used, the correct theorem being the Halpern-Lauchli-Laver-Pincus
partition theorem for trees. Proofs of this theorem can be found
in [3] or [2], these proofs being easily formalizable in Peano
arithmetic. Harrington has a slick proof which, while apparently
not formalizable in Peano arithmetic, nevertheless, can be applied in
all countable models of Peano arithmetic, and thus shows that the
theorem actually is a consequence of the axioms of Peano arithmetic,

Some definitions are necessary in order to state this theorem in
a form which best suits our purposes.

Let <1 be the binary relation on ω which is defined by:

x^y < > lz[(x + 1)2* ^ y + 1 < (x + 2)2Z] .
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With this definition, (ft), <I) is the full binary ft)-tree. The rank of
an element x of this tree, denoted by rk x, is just the largest z such
that 2Z <: x + 1. For X £ ω and n < ω define

= {Ae [X]<»: if α, 6 e A, then rka^rkb) ,

and

= {4e (X)<ω: card (A) = n} .

If A, Be(ω)<ω then wri te A ^3 I? iff for each aeA there is beB
such t h a t α ^ 6 . A subset i S f t ) is iαr^β iff for each Ae(ft))< ω

there is some Be(X)<ω such t h a t A ^\B. If w < ft), A 6 (ft))71,
f:(ω)n-*a) and I S O ) , then X is homogeneous above A for f iff
whenever S, Ce(X)n are such that A ^ £ , C, then /(JS) = /(C).

THEOREM 1. (Halpern-Lauchli-Laver-Pincus.) Suppose k, n < ft),
A e (ft))" /: (ft))* -> & αm£ X £ ft), wfcere X is iαrgre. Then there is
B e (ft))" and large Y Q X such that A^2B and Y is homogeneous
above B for f

This theorem has been stated only for the case in which the
tree is the full binary ω-tree. However, this version implies the
same result for finite-branching ft)-trees, and even for countable ft)-
trees. This same remark applies to Corollaries 2, 3 and 4.

Theorem 1 easily implies a generalization of itself. If n < ft),
/: (ω)n —> ft) and X £ ft), then X is eventually homogeneous for f iff
for each A e (ω)n there is Be (ω)n such that A ^ B and X is
homogeneous above B for /.

COROLLARY 2. Suppose n < ft), /y: (ft))" —> kj < ω for each j < ft),
ami X £ ft), where X is large. Then there is a large Y Q X which
is eventually homogeneous for each fjt

The above corollary can be formalized as a schema and proved
in Peano arithmetic. In ^4^ a model of Peano arithmetic we will
use the definition of <1 given above. (This is technically different
from the definition given in [4], but because of the remark following
Theorem 1, this difference is not substantial.) All of the previously
given definitions have obvious (and uniform in models of Peano
arithmetic) generalizations to (N, <3). As a convenience we introduce
the following notation for the model ^K If ψ(u, y, x0, , xn^) is
an (n + 2)-ary formula and a,beN, then let /V,α,6: (N)n —> N be the
function such that whenever A = {α0, , αΛ_J e (N)n, where α0 <
• < an_i, then
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fψ>a,h(A) = μc[c < b > ψ(a, c, α0, , an^)] .

The formalization of Corollary 2 becomes the following which we
state only for the particular model *yK

COROLLARY 3. Suppose φ{x) is a formula which defines the
large subset X Q N, and suppose ψ(u, y, x0, , xn_±) is an (n + 2)-ary
formula. Then there is a formula θ(x) which defines a large subset
Y £ X such that Y is eventually homogeneous for each fψ,a,h.

To proceed with the proof of the first part of the Theorem, we
use the countability of the language of ^V to produce a set Σ(x) of
unary formulas which has the following properties:

(1) Th(^)C^);
(2) Σ(x) is deductively closed;
(3) if <j>(x) and ψ(x) are as in Corollary 3, where φ(x)eΣ(x),

then there is a θ{x) e Σ(x) as in Corollary 3;
(4 ) if θ(x) 6 Σ{x), then θ(x) defines a large subset.

Prom Σ(x) we construct a set Γ of formulas in the language of
0^7 (Xii i e I}) which involve only the free variables vt for i e J.
Let Γ be the set of all formulas φ(viQ9 , v<Λ_1) such that for some
θ(x) e Σ(x) the sentence

> yvxo, , ^ - I | ( A θ{xk) A rk xk = z A Xik(χkη — > φ(χ)\

is true in (Λ^ (Xt:ίel}). By the genericity of (X^iel) and the
conditions (l)-(4) above, the set Γ is a complete, nonprincipal /-type.
Furthermore, it follows that Γ is a definable type (in the sense of
Definition 1.1 of [1]), and therefore induces an extension (^/f, {Yt:
iel}) of O^7 {Xi. iel}). Such extensions, induced by definable
types, are always conservative end-extensions. (See [1].) This com-
pletes the proof of the first part of the theorem.

The remainder of theorem will be proved by modifying the
previous proof by replacing Theorem 1 with a canonical version of
itself. Some more definitions are needed.

Suppose n < ω, Ae (ω)n, f: (ω)n —> ω and X £ ω. Then / is
canonical on X above A iff either X is homogeneous above A for /
or else there is Ao £ A such that whenever A <3 B, C e {X)n, then

( i ) rkB<rkC=>f(B)<f(C), and
(ii) rkB = rkC=

COROLLARY 4. Suppose n < ω, Ae(ω)n, f: (ω)n-*ω and XQω,
where X is large. Then there is Be {ω)n and a large Y £ X such
that A^B and f is canonical on Y above B.
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There is now an obvious definition of eventually canonical with
its corresponding improvements to Corollaries 2 and 3. This stronger
version of Corollary 3 gives rise to a new set Σ(x) of formulas,
which yields the corresponding /-type Γ. Notice that if i e I and
rtQ Γ consists of those formulas in Γ which have vt as the only
free variable, then Γ is a minimal type ([1]). Then Γt induces
a minimal conservative extension ( ^ , Yi n Mt) of ( ^ Xt). More
generally, for J Q I let Γj £ Γ consist of those formulas in Γ which
have v5 (j e J) as their only free variables. Γj is a minimal /-type
which induces the extension {^ίj, < Ys Π My. j e J>) of {^V, (Xf j e J » .
The conditions on Γ imposed by Corollary 4 guarantee not only that
the type Γj is definable but that it has the other properties required
by the theorem. The one exception occurs when J = φ, and in this
case construct Γφ as follows. Let Γ' be the deductive closure of
Γ{j {v — rk vt: ί e /}. Then let Γφ be the set of formulas in Γ' whose
only free variable is v. It is easily seen that Γφ is a minimal type,
and that the induced extension ^£φ has the described properties.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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